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THE GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCEAS A PROBE OF NUCLEAR STRUCTUREUNDER EXTREME CONDITIONS�M. Di Toroa, V. Baranb, M. Cabibboa, M. ColonnaaA.B. Larionov, S. Maaronea and N. TsonevadaLNS-INFN and Phys.Dept. University of Catania44 Via S.So�a, 95123 Catania, ItalybNIPNE Buharest RomaniaKurhatov Inst. Mosow, RussiadINRNE So�a, Bulgaria(Reeived August 11, 1998)We investigate the properties of the Giant Dipole Resonane (GDR)built on very exoti nulear systems: (i) High temperature, at the limit ofnulear stability. We disuss �rst the problem of hot nulei formation thenwe analyse the possibility of observation of a zero- to �rst sound transitionfor the dipole propagation. (ii) Shape and harge equilibration in fusiondynamis. We desribe the features of diret GDR photon emissions fromintermediate dinulear systems with very exoti shapes or harge distribu-tions formed in partiular entrane hannels (mass symmetry vs. hargesymmetry). (iii) Isospin. We show the e�et of large harge asymmetry onpropagation of isovetor modes. Mixing to isosalar omponents and possi-ble new instabilities are predited, related to the struture of the symmetryterm of e�etive interations.PACS numbers: 24.10.�i, 24.30.Cz1. IntrodutionThe isovetor giant dipole resonane represents a well established olle-tive motion of �nite nulei extensively studied sine more than �fty years [1℄.The dependene on the nulear struture of the referene state on top ofwhih the olletive mode is built has already suggested its appliation inorder to study nulei far from the ground state. The time struture of the� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1331)



1332 M. Di Toro et al.GDR mode atually allows a possibility of using it as a probe of nulearsystems very far from normal onditions.We an roughly estimate an osillation period of ~=EGDR ' 10�20 fm/and a mean life-time ~=�GDR ' 50 fm/. Sine the spreading width is thelargest ontribution to the total width �GDR we an estimate around 50 fm/also the time needed to build up the olletive GDR mode in a CompoundNuleus (C.N.). All these time sales are relatively short and this makes theGDR an ideal probe to study nulear systems under extreme onditions.In this report we will �rst analyse temperature e�ets. Using a simpleestimation for neutron evaporation with the Weisskopf formula [2℄ we anestimate a mean lifetime for heated ompound nulei going from 105 fm/at T = 1 MeV to 50 fm/ at T = 5 MeV, so it seems possible to followsome GDR emission up to the stability limits of a hot C.N. This will be thesubjet of the Set. 2 where we will disuss �rst the problems of hot nuleiformation and then the temperature dependene of the GDR damping.In fusion dynamis we expet to have entrane hannel e�ets assoiatedto time sales that allow the use of GDR emissions to study properties ofvery exoti dinulear systems, see Set. 3. For mass-symmetri hannels wehave shape equilibration times that an reah some units in 103fm=, then wean have the hane of deteting GDR photons emitted in this time intervalwith harateristi features of the path to fusion. Charge equilibration takesplae on time sales of few units in 102fm=: in harge asymmetri entranehannels we expet to see a �diret dipole� emission, again with speialdynamial features, whih should give an extra yield to the photon spetrumin the GDR region.Finally in Set. 4 the GDR struture in very asymmetri beta-unstablenulei will be disussed in the general framework of dispersion relationsfor olletive modes in asymmetri nulear matter. A strong oupling toisosalar omponents and new instabilities are expeted. A possibility ofextrating new information on the symmetry term of the nulear Equationof State (EOS) is also analysed.Some perspetives are presented in Set. 5.2. GDR in hot nuleiThe GDR -emission has been extensively used to study the struture ofexited nulei, see the nie reviews [3, 4℄. With inreasing exitation energythe experimental results are, however, quite ontroversial, in partiular onthe temperature dependene of the GDR damping mehanisms, and so theevaluation of a limit temperature for the disappearing of the isovetor dipolemode is still an open problem. Unertainties in the data analysis are mostlyoming from:



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1333(i) Hot nulei formation (pre-equilibrium dynamial e�ets) [5, 6℄;(ii) Statistial CASCADE alulations [7℄;(iii) Subtration of a diret bremsstrahlung omponent [8℄.The point (i) is partiularly deliate. The saturation of the GDR photonyield, observed in all experiments [9℄, an be indeed related to dynamiallimits in thermal energy deposition on the deteted heavy residue and notto a redution of the GDR strength in hot nulei. These pre-equilibriume�ets seem to represent a serious intrinsi limitation to the use of fusionreations to form hot nulei. Inelasti � sattering experiments have givenvery nie data on heated nulei, with smaller pre-equilibrium bias and lessangular momentum e�ets [10, 11℄. There is, however, an intrinsi limiton the exitation energy reahed. New ways to form hot nulei should bepursued.Inelasti � sattering results learly show a quite fast inrease of the GDRdamping with temperature in medium heavy and heavy nulei(Sn, Pb). Two models, one based the ollisional damping and the otheron shape �utuations in an adiabati piture, an reprodue this trend,see [7℄. The point we would like to stress here is that at T ' 3 MeV thewidth appears of the same order as the entroid energy and so we expet adisappearing of the GDR signal.Reently the possibility of a transition from zero to �rst sound for theGiant Dipole propagation in hot nulei has been suggested in order to allowa olletive GDR emission from very exited nulei [6,12,13℄. This transitionhas been already learly observed in other Fermi liquids, like 3He [14℄.Zero sound modes are mean �eld osillations, quantum olletive vibra-tions of the Fermi surfae [15�17℄ while �rst sounds manifest as hydrodynam-ial waves. The damping mehanisms in the two regimes are quite di�erent:mean �eld osillations are relaxed by two-body ollisions, olletive modesdue to loal pressure variations by single partile esape from the �ow. Con-sequently the temperature behaviour of the spreading width in Fermi liquidsis just the opposite in the two ases: proportional to T 2 for zero sounds andto 1=T 2,i.e. following the mean free path, for �rst sounds. In ase of atransition the expeted saturation and eventual derease of the attenuationould be the right mehanism to allow the GDR observation up to very hightemperatures.We remark that the possibility of suh transition in hot nulear systemshas been reently suggested also for the �ssion mode [18�20℄.We show some preditions of a dispersion relation approah [15,16,21,22℄extended to isovetor modes. This is orret in order to study the nulearmatter response, i.e. to desribe volume dipole modes of Steinwedel�Jensen



1334 M. Di Toro et al.(SJ) type. We insert �nite nuleus e�ets just resaling the wavelength ofthe normal modes. We expet this piture to have good physial groundswith inreasing temperature due to the melting of shell e�ets and to theshorter nuleon mean free path whih strongly redues surfae e�ets.We �nd that the zero to �rst sound transition for isovetor modes hasquite relevant new features due to the presene of a ounter streaming �owbetween neutrons and protons, absent in other �one omponent� Fermi liq-uids. As a onsequene the e�et of the transition on sound veloity anddamping appears less dramati but none the less still observable in the emit-ted photon spetra.The starting point is the linearized kineti equation for the variation ofthe isovetor distribution funtion Æfi = Æfp � Æfn taking into aount thee�et of ollisions in a relaxation time approximation:�Æfi�t + pm�Æfi�r � �(ÆUp � ÆUn)�r �f (0)�p = �(Æfi)l=1�1 � (Æfi)l�2�2 ; (1)where the supersript (0) labels stationary values and ÆUq is the dynami-al omponent of the mean �eld potential. The unperturbed distributionfuntion f (0) is in general the Fermi distribution at �nite temperature. Asself-onsistent mean �eld potential we use a Skyrme-like form :Uq = A� ��0�+B� ��0��+1 + C � �0�0� �q ; (2)where � = �n + �p and �0 = �n � �p are respetively the total (isosalar)and the relative (isovetor) density; �0 = 0:16 fm�3 is the nulear satura-tion density; �q = +1 (q = n);�1 (q = p). The values of the parametersA = �356:8 MeV, B = 303:9 MeV, � = 1=6 are adjusted to reproduethe saturation properties of symmetri nulear matter, with a ompressibil-ity modulus K = 201 MeV. At saturation density the potential symmetryenergy oe�ient C(�0) = 32 MeV satis�es the ondition [22℄:asym = "F3 + C(�0)2 ;where asym = 28 MeV is the symmetry energy oe�ient in the Weizsäkermass formula and "F = 36 MeV is the Fermi energy for symmetri nulearmatter at � = �0.On the right side of Eq. (1) (Æfi)l are distorsions of the loal isovetord.f. having multipolarity l. We onsider a generalization of relaxation timemethod. In the ase of isosalar motion, when protons and neutrons aremoving in phase, the onservation laws for partile number, momentum and



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1335energy will impose only multipolarities l � 2. However, in the ase of out ofphase motion the e�et of ollisions is also to damp the isovetor urrent, aproess haraterized by a relaxation time �1. The relaxation of higher ordermultipolarities is assoiated to an e�etive relaxation time �2. Following astandard proedure as desribed in [16, 23℄, one an derive from Eqs (1) ageneralized dispersion relation for isovetor sound in a two-omponent Fermiliquid:�1 + 1�2�2��w(�2)��F 00 � 1�2�2�� 3�2� 1�2 � 1�1��1 + 1�2�2�� = 0 ;(3)where �2 = i!�2 � 1i�2kvF ; �1 = i�1kvF ; �2 = i�2kvF (4)w(�2) is the Lindhard funtionw(�2) = 12�2 ln �2 + 1�2 � 1 � 1 (5)and F 00 is the isovetor Landau parameter depending on symmetry potentialenergy oe�ient C: F 00 = 3C=(2"F) = 1:33:The generalized dispersion relation Eq. (3) onnets real and imaginaryparts of eigenfrequenies to the Landau parameter and the two relaxationtimes. It is useful to analyze two analytial limiting ases from where we getsome insight regarding zero and �rst isovetor sounds: (a) zero sound limit,!r�2 � 1; (b) �rst sound limit, !r�2 � 1 [26℄. The relative temperaturedependene of entroids and widths are reported in �gures 1, 2 for the Pbase.The orret way to ompare theoretial preditions with experiments isto ompute GDR strength funtions at various temperatures to insert instatistial asade analyses [7℄. In this sheme we an also get entroid en-ergies and FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum) that already will give someindiations. From Eq. (1) we an derive the isovetor olletive responsefuntion [24℄ and then the dipole strength funtion Sk(!) following a stan-dard approah (see Refs [21, 25, 26℄). The photoabsorption ross setionby a thermally exited nuleus, to be used in asade alulations, an beexpressed in terms of the strength funtion as follows [21, 25℄:�abs(~!) = 4�2e2~k2�0 NZA ~!Sk(!) : (6)In the following we will ompare preditions for the temperature behaviourof GDR strength funtions in 208Pb (k = �=2RPb = 0:22 fm�1).



1336 M. Di Toro et al.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependene of Pb GDR strength distributions for �2 = �1.(a) � omplete alulation of photoabsorption ross setions; (b) � Centroid; ()� FWHM. Dashed lines � zero sound limit. Long-dashed lines � �rst soundlimit.



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1337

Fig. 2. Temperature dependene of Pb GDR strength distributions for �2 = �1=3.Symbols like in Fig. 1.For the l = 1 omponent, orresponding to an initial shift of the neutronand proton Fermi spheres, we have onsistent theoretial estimations [27,28℄.



1338 M. Di Toro et al.Inluding memory e�ets in the Landau presription [16℄ and angle averagedp�n ross setions, redued by medium e�ets, we get�1 ' 920T 2 + (~!r=2�)2 fm= ; (7)�2 is more di�ult to evaluate. However we an estimate a value smallerthan �1: (i) Higher order momentum deformations will lead to a faster equi-libration; (ii) Now we have ontributions from all nuleon-nuleon ollisionswhile in �1 only �pn is present. Assuming on average h�pni � 2h�nn;ppi weget from isospin algebra �1 ' 1:8�2 only.This point is important sine for �1 < �2 we will not have the transitionto �rst sound before a full damping of the isovetor mode. In Fig. 1 weshow results for the ase �2 = �1(from Eq. (7)). We report the ompletestrength funtion �abs 1(a), entroid 1(b) and FWHM 1() (solid lines),in the temperature interval 1�10 MeV, for the �Pb� k-value The zero-sound(dashed) and �rst-sound (long-dashed) limits are also shown. The transitiontakes plae at high temperature, around 7MeV.In Fig. 2 we report the same analysis in the ase �2 = �1=3. Now thetransition appears around T = 3 MeV. We have larger values of FWHM atlow temperatures and larger shifts for the entroid energy. This an be alsodiretly seen from the �abs of Fig. 2(a).The strength funtion evaluation of Fig. 2(a), i.e. �1 = �2 and without�rst sound transition in the physial region [25℄, has been reently used inthe data analysis of hot 120Sn [7℄ leading to an overestimation of the GDRphoton yield. A redution of relaxation time using free np ross setions givesa better agreement sine it redues the �abs form fator. Our results seemto indiate (f. �gures 1(a) and 2(a)) that the same e�et an be obtainedfrom the transition to �rst sound mehanism.3. GDR in fusion dynamisAt low beam energies, just above the threshold, the times involved inthe fusion dynamis are, in some ases, long enough to allow the formationof long-living very deformed ompound nulei, lose to di�nulear systems.The e�et seems to be ruled by the entrane hannel mass-symmetry andthe ompound nuleus �ssility [20,29,30℄. As a possibility to observe diretlysuh exoti systems, we disuss the very harateristi features of their GDR-deays. Notieable e�ets on harged partile emissions, partiularly for� partiles, are also expeted [30℄.We perform a mirosopi mean �eld piture of the dynamis based onthe solution of the Landau�Vlasov kineti equation [31℄. Sine we are onsid-ering fusion proesses above the Coulomb barrier we are on�dent that our



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1339semi-lassial approah retains a good validity. We have solved the Vlasovequation starting from the test partile method introdued by Gregoire etal. [32℄, where the time evolution of Gaussian phase spae wave pakets isonsidered. 50 test partiles per nuleon are used, whih represents a reason-ably good phase spae mapping in order to have a fermioni dynamis [33℄.The mean �eld is built from simpli�ed Skyrme fores orresponding to a softequation of state, see Set. 2. Surfae e�ets are aounted for within theGaussian widths. We have onsidered the systems studied in Ref. [34℄, butat lower beam energies, i.e. the formation of a ompound nuleus 162Yb atEx ' 100 MeV in two di�erent entrane hannels: the mass-asymmetri 16O+ 150Sm at 160 MeV and the mass-symmetri 86Kr + 76Ge at 258 MeV. Inorder to have roughly the same angular momentum in the ompound sys-tem we will ompare the dynamis of the impat parameter b = 5 fm for theO�Sm reation to the b = 3 fm ollision for the Kr�Ge ase, so that the spinof the ompound system is around 50~.In Fig. 3 we show the time evolution of the quadrupole moment for thetwo reations. It is possible to observe that in the mass symmetri ase thesystem has still an elongated shape at 1000fm/, while the asymmetri aseshows a shape equilibration already at about 200 fm/.

Fig. 3. Time evolution of the quadrupole moment in the Kr�Ge ase (full line) andin the mass-asymmetri O�Sm ase (dashed line).In order to follow the dipole dynamis of the whole interating system,we have evaluated the isovetor dipole moment in oordinate spae at eahtime step, hoosing the z-diretion along the rotating maximum elongationaxis and the x-diretion on the reation plane:Dz(t) = N ZA [hziproton � hzineutron℄ ; (8)where hziproton = Pi=p zi=Z ; hzineutron = Pi=n zi=N and the same for thex- and y-omponents.



1340 M. Di Toro et al.The initial dipole moment along the z-axis, if any, beomes zero in lessthen 200 fm/ and this an be seen as the time needed for harge equili-bration (more disussion on harge asymmetri hannels will be presentedlater in the setion). After that we observe the onset of periodi osillations,the �statistial� giant dipole mode, but in a deformed nulear system. Formass symmetri reations it is possible to distinguish two di�erent frequen-ies, with the smallest one for the parallel omponent, as expeted for adeformed nuleus.The e�et is partiularly evident from the Fourier transforms, de�ned asSi(!) = jFi(!)j; Fi(!) = tmaxZtmin dt ei!tDi(t) (9)and plotted in Fig. 4, in the ase of the reations 64Ni + 100Mo at 237 MeVand 16O + 148Sm at 83 MeV [35℄. In all our alulations we have hosen theinterval 200�1000 fm/ for the tmin � tmax interval to alulate the Fouriertransform, following the above disussion about harge equilibration.

Fig. 4. Fourier transform of the dipole moment omponents for the ollision O�Smat 83 MeV, b = 5 fm (left) and for the ollision Ni�Mo at 237 MeV, b = 3 fm(rigth). Dotted line � z omponent; dashed line � x omponent; full line � yomponent (see text). Arbitrary units.In the more symmetri ase the GDR energies assoiated with the osil-lations along the short axes are shifted to larger values, around 14 MeV, forthe x-omponent and the y-omponent, while the z-omponent is moved to7�8 MeV. In the asymmetri ase all the omponents are in the same energyregion, 12�13 MeV. So, we an onlude that the system formed in the Niindued reation is elongated during a long time. On the other hand, sineall the three omponents are more or less at the same value in the O indued



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1341reation, it means that the shape beomes spherial or in any ase very littledeformed in a short time interval.At this point we an also try to see the di�erenes between the angulardistributions of gamma rays oming from the ompound systems formed inthe two entrane hannels. We an diretly dedue the expression for theangular anisotropy parameter:a2 = �y2 � �z+�x4�x + �y + �z ; �i = WiLi ; (10)where Wi is the �shape pre-equilibrium� strength and Li the Lorentzianfuntion orresponding to the i-GDR omponent. We remark that in bothWi and Li terms we have important entrane hannel e�ets, on strengthsand frequenies of di�erent osillation axes. The presene of the deformationhas, as a result, a large negative value of the a2 oe�ient in -energy regionsaround 8�10 MeV [29℄. This an be used as a trigger for a diret observationof the GDR photons emitted from the intermediate soure.Finally we would like to mention that important information about theearly stage of the fusion path an be obtained also studying harge- asym-metri reations. In fat, in this ase it is possible to reveal a �diret� dipoleosillations, related to the harge equilibration dynamis [6, 36, 37℄.

Fig. 5. Fourier transform of the dipole moment z-omponent for the ollision Ni�Vat 10 AMeV, b = 0 fm (top) and for the ollision Ni�S at 10 AMeV, b = 0 fm(bottom). Arbitrary units.It is interesting to follow the energy dependene of this e�et. Wehave analysed the two fusion reations indued by 58Ni(N=Z = 1:07) on51V(N=Z = 1:22) and 45S(N=Z = 1:14) at beam energies 10, 25 and35 AMeV, entral ollisions. Although the di�erene in harge asymme-try is quite small we learly see the e�et on the dynamial dipole. In Fig. 5we report the Fourier transform of the z-dipole in the �rst 200 fm/. In



1342 M. Di Toro et al.

Fig. 6. Density evolution, around .m., for the ollision Ni�V at 10 AMeV, 25 AMeVand 35 AMeV, b = 0 fm, from bottom to top.

Fig. 7. Fourier transform of the dipole moment z-omponent for the ollision Ni�Vat 10 AMeV, 25 AMeV and 35 AMeV, b = 0 fm, from top to bottom. Arbitraryunits.



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1343both ases we have a nie peak around 8�9 MeV but the strength in theNi + V ase is four times larger. This number roughly orresponds to theratio of the stati dipoles at the touhing point. With inreasing beam en-ergy the e�et is softening for the emission of pre-equilibrium partiles andfor new dynamial features. In Fig. 6 we show the density evolution aroundthe entre of mass for the Ni + V reation with inreasing beam energy. Inthe harge equilibration interval 20�200 fm/ the system goes from normaldensity (at 10 MeV) to large ompression-expansion osillations at 35 AMeV.As we see from Fig. 7 the dynamial dipole strength is redued and morefragmented, although still present as on�rmed from very reent data [38℄.4. Isospin e�ets: extended Landau dispersion relationsThe olletive response around the neutron drip line has been studied ina RPA approah [39�41℄ revealing some interesting new e�ets: (i) A strongoupling between isosalar and isovetor motion; (ii) Quite large spreadingof the strength in the low frequeny region, partially due to threshold on-tributions from loosely bound neutrons. Here we try to understand thesee�ets, and to make new preditions, in a quite general framework, follow-ing a dispersion relation approah for the propagation of olletive modes inasymmetri (neutron rih) nulear matter.We also show that it ould be possible to extrat some unique informa-tion on the symmetry term of the nulear EOS in regions away from normaldensity. We an put then some experimental onstraints on the theoretialpreditions used in astrophysial ontexts [42℄, where suh information isessential in understanding the lives of neutron stars [43�46℄. Moreover thereare quite stimulating preditions on new phases of asymmetri NM thateventually ould be reahed during heavy ion reation dynamis with ra-dioative beams. The onset of oupled mehanial and hemial instabilitiesis envisaged [47�49℄, that should lead to lear experimental signatures.In the nulear equation of state we have a symmetry term in the formEA (�; I) = EA (�) + EsymA (�) I2 (11)with I = (N � Z)=A asymmetry parameter, given by kineti and potentialontributions EsymA (�) = "F(�)3 + C(�)2�0 � : (12)In Fig. 8 we report the density dependene of the potential symmetry on-tribution, seond term of Eq. (11), for three di�erent Skyrme e�etive in-terations, SIII, SKM� (Ref. [50℄) and Skyrme�Bonn, obtained in order toreprodue the EOS of a mirosopi nulear matter alulation with the



1344 M. Di Toro et al.Bonn A potential [49℄. While all urves obviously ross at normal density,quite large di�erenes are present in low density and partiularly in highdensity regions.

Fig. 8. Density dependene of the potential symmetry term for di�erent Skyrmee�etive fores.The Landau dispersion relation approah an be used to study olletivemodes in asymmetri nulear matter just starting from the Vlasov kinetiequations of two �uids, neutrons and protons, oupled through the self-onsistent mean �eld [51, 52℄. Here we will extend the method to regionsfar from normal density in order to ompare preditions of di�erent e�etivefores. We use the general Skyrme-like form for neutron and proton mean�eld potentials Eq. (2).In the variation of the neutron (proton) mean �eld both isosalar andisovetor density variations will appear:ÆUq = �q(�s; �i)Æ�s + �q�q(�s; �i)Æ�i ; (13)where �q = A�0 + (�+ 1)B ��s��+10 + �q �C��s �i�0 + 12 �2C��2s �2i�0 ;�q = C�0 + �q �C��s �i�0 :As a onsequene, the linearized Vlasov equations for the isosalar andisovetor variations of the distribution funtion will also be oupled



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1345[49, 51, 58℄. We an derive, using the Landau proedure, a system of ou-pled equations for the k-omponent of the isovetor and isosalar densityvariation and then an extended dispersion relation (d.r.):�1 + F inLn + F ipLp� �1 + F snLn + F spLp� = �F snLn � F spLp� �F inLn � F ipLp� ;(14)where F sn(p) and F in(p) are the isosalar and isovetor Landau parameters forneutrons (protons):F sn(p) = 34 �"F(�) pn(p)FpF �n(p) ; F in(p) = 34 �"F(�) pn(p)FpF �n(p) ; (15)pF(�s) is the Fermi momentum and Ln(p) is the Lindhard funtion assoiatedwith the neutron (proton) sound veloity:Ln(p) = 1� sn(p)2 ln�sn(p) + 1sn(p) � 1�with sn(p) = !k=kvn(p)F being the sound phase veloity in neutron (proton)Fermi veloity units.In the ase of symmetri nulear matter, we get bak to the unoupleddispersion relation for isosalar and isovetor modes :1 + F s0L(s) = 0 ; 1 + F i0L(s) = 0 ;where L(s) � Ln = Lp, F s0 � 2F sn = 2F sp and F i0 � 2F in = 2F ip arerespetively the Lindhard funtions assoiated with the sound veloity s =!=kvF, and the usual isosalar and isovetor Landau parameters [13, 22℄:F s0 = 32 �U�� �"F ; F i0 = 32 C�0 �"F : (16)Before disussing the solutions of the new d.r. Eq. (14) it is instrutiveto make expliit the asymmetry dependene of variables sn and sp. Sine�n = �(1 + I)=2, �p = �(1� I)=2, we havesn = s�pFpnF� = s� �2�n�1=3 = s(1 + I)1=3 ;sp = s�pFppF� = s(1� I)1=3 :These relations are partiularly signi�ant. Indeed, orresponding to solu-tions with 0 < s� 1� 1 obtained for symmetri matter, in the asymmetri



1346 M. Di Toro et al.ase we will see a �diving� into the sn;p < 1 region, i.e. the disappearaneof the orresponding olletive mode due to Landau damping. Physially itmeans that with inreasing asymmetry the olletive mode starts to interatwith nuleons of an inreasing Fermi sea (with neutrons, if I > 0, or protons,if I < 0), until ompletely swallowed .

Fig. 9. Veloity s for isovetor and isosalar mode (a) and ratios of densities Æ�s=Æ�ifor isovetor and Æ�i=Æ�s for isosalar mode (b) as funtions of asymmetry I . Solidlines � SKM, dashed lines � Sk-Bonn.The above disussion is on�rmed solving numerially the new d.r. (14).We have performed alulations with the Skyrme-like e�etive interationsquoted before. In Fig. 9 we report the solutions s of the d.r. (a) and the or-responding ratio of isosalar and isovetor omponents (b) for nulear matterprepared at the density value � = 1:3�0 1 as funtions of the asymmetry Ifor the two fores. Below we will identify the solution with jÆ�sj > jÆ�ij asthe isosalar solution and the one with jÆ�ij > jÆ�sj as the isovetor solution.1 We hoose a slightly higher density, for the disussion of sound mode propertiesaround the normal density value, beause for a soft (K = 201 MeV) Skyrme inter-ation the isosalar mode is already in the region of Landau damping at � = �0, i.e.�1 < F s0 (� = �0) < 0.



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1347The solution whih has lower sound veloity (the isosalar one) disappears atsmall asymmetry, where the orresponding mode has about 40% (for SKM�)or 70% (for Sk�Bonn) of isovetor strength. This disappearane does notdepend on the hoie of the interation, but only on the relation betweenLandau parameters at normal density (F s0 < F i0) whih is always satis�ed.Thus, in neutron rih nulear matter, we expet a general �fragility� of theisosalar modes, whih will enter the Landau overdamped region with lossof olletivity and large spreading of the strength funtion in the low fre-queny region [53℄. This represents a nie guideline to interpret the resultsof RPA alulations for neutron drip line nulei [39�41℄. We have, however,to remark that Coulomb, �nite size and quantum e�ets are all ating in thediretion of a more robust olletive response, whih in our results seems todisappear for very low values of the asymmetry parameter.Some new features an appear at high densities, due to the rossing ofthe two Landau parameters, predited by all e�etive fores. When thedensity beomes greater than �ross ' 1:4 � 1:5�0, the isovetor mode divesinto the overdamped region already at relatively small asymmetries. Indeedat � > �ross the veloity of the isovetor mode will be now lose to the Fermiveloity of neutrons. This will indue a gradual loss of the olletivity, dueto the neutron omponent of the mode.It is lear that with inreasing density we an predit the onset of unsta-ble isovetor solutions of the Landau dispersion relations, i.e. purely imagi-nary sound veloities leading to a separation of the neutron and proton �u-ids [54℄. This e�et will be losely related to the behaviour of the symmetryterm and it will appear only for e�etive fores whih show an attrative sym-metry omponent at high density (like SIII, SKM�). In partiular the SIIIinteration predits an isovetor instability already at densities � > 2:5�0while a fore with a monotoni inrease of the symmetry term (like theSk�Bonn) will never reah this instability region.Now we will fous the attention on more mirosopi features of the in-stabilities in low density asymmetri nulear matter. This �Spinodal � regionis partiularly important sine it an be diretly related to the fragmentformation mehanism [55�57℄ and therefore to preise observables in frag-mentation reations with radioative beams.From the generalized Landau dispersion relations we get [49, 58℄:1. The region of low density instabilities is shrinking with inreasingasymmetry. In a sense this should be expeted from the softeningof the EOS. As a onsequene the growth time � = 1==! and themost unstable wavelength � = 2�k of the instabilities are inreasing.Experimentally this e�et should show up in a larger size of the pri-mary produed fragments and a redution of their olletive kinetienergy (slower formation, loser to the expansion turning point).



1348 M. Di Toro et al.2. The oupling between isosalar and isovetor modes leads to a hem-ial ontribution in the instability: we see a larger proton omponentin the olletive density osillation whih gives rise to lusterization.

Fig. 10. (a) � density evolution of dilute asymmetri nulear matter in a box(SKM� fore); (b) � time evolution of neutron, proton and asymmetry distribu-tions in various density bins.



The Giant Dipole Resonane as a Probe of Nulear Struture : : : 1349Therefore we have a olletive trend towards harge symmetry restora-tion in the formed fragments. This is a pure dynamial e�ets, onshort time sales, due to the harge struture of the instability. Thee�et is shown in Fig. 10 where (a) density plots of asymmetri NM(I = 0:5) in a box of size L = 8 fm initially at � = 0:4�0 are reported(periodi boundary onditions [13, 58℄). In (b) we have the time evo-lution of asymmetry distribution in various density bins. We learlysee the formation of lusters with a quite redued asymmetry whilethe surrounding gas is mostly made of neutrons only. The �freeze-outtime� will �nally �x the proton fration in the �gas� phase, signature ofthe low density behaviour of the symmetry term [49,58℄, in partiularof its slope. We remark that the latter is also strongly a�eting thedi�useness of the neutron skin [59℄.5. Summary and perspetivesHot GDRAfter some omments on the open problem of hot nulei formation wehave presented the main features of a transition from zero to �rst sound forthe propagation of the isovetor dipole mode. We have shown that the pres-ene of a damping of the isovetor urrent largely in�uenes the transitionintroduing new e�ets that are absent in the others, one omponent, Fermiliquids.For physial values of the di�erent relaxation times we expet to see thetransition at relatively low temperatures in medium-heavy nulei. In theseases we have shown that the presene of suh transition strongly modi�esthe GDR strength funtion in a diretion onsistent with a better agreementwith experiments.GDR and fusion dynamisSpetra and angular distributions of GDR photons an give diret in-formation on the fusion path in di�erent entrane hannel reations. Weremark that the analysis presented here ould be used to selet the bestentrane hannel hoies for the population of very deformed bands in fastrotating ompound nulei.Moreover, for harge asymmetri reations, the �diret� dipole emissionould be an interesting ooling mehanism to favour the fusion of very heavynulear systems. From the interplay between harge and shape equilibrationtime-sales we an also suggest new experiments to study the dipole prop-agation in exited nulei. In partiular the presene of a dynamial dipoleenhanement also at higher beam energy, around 20�30 MeV/u, ould bringnew independent information on the spreading width of the GDR in very hot
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